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ABSTRACT: Validation and Verification of safety critical systems is crucial and if done incorrectly can result 

in fatal loss. The research contribution is focused on providing the transformation mechanism from software 

verification to source code phase of software development life cycle. Modeling of the critical systems initializes 

with the formalism of requirements followed by early model verification. The verified model can be automated 

to get the high level language code via code generator. Basic steps of transformation starts with UPPAAL timed 

automaton as an input, then getting the XML structure of the automaton. On the basis of XML structure parse 

tree is generated to visualize the data structure to be used for the C++ source code generation. Finally the 

verification, kernel and elapsed time used by the safety, liveness, reachability, deadlock freeness properties and 

fairness property is presented. In real time systems, safety and deadlock freeness properties are among the most 

crucial verification properties because if the system is not safe then it leads to insecurities related to life, money, 

reputation and time. If the system is in deadlock state then the system is simply of no use. Thus verification of 

safety and deadlock freeness properties is mandatory as per the statistical report provided in the research. 

Keywords: Real time Systems, Formal properties, UPPAAL Model Checker, Properties Verification, 

Automation, C++ Source Code, XML 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
In software development life cycle, there are generally five phases including Software Requirement 

Engineering, Software Design and Architecture, Implementation, Testing and Maintenance. In the field of 

software engineering, systems with safety concerns require accuracy and precision in the design. Cases like 

Therac-25 radiation overdosing (1985-1987), AT&T Telephone network outage (1990), Pentium FDIV bug 

(1994) and Ariane-5 Crash (1996) are among some failures of design and testing errors that leads to faulty 

systems and resulted in fatal loses relating human lives, money and organization's reputation [1].  

In embedded software system, extensive modeling, simulation and verification is required and formal 

methods are used for the verification of the critical requirements like safety, utility, liveness, deadlock freeness, 

fairness etc. There are numerous applications of system modeling and verification in the aspects of bug 

detection, safety and analysis. Real time systems are one of the important type of embedded systems [2]. 

Depending on the nature of time element, real time systems are either discrete or continuous. Certain 

mathematical models, graph theories and axioms are used for the verification  of the real time systems. 

 

II. RELATED WORK 
In literature, there are transformation rules for automation of source code to an automaton and vice 

versa. A new model for verification of Chapel programs is defined by T. K. Zirkel [1]. The spawning of the 

threads and the parallel constructs in Chapel for arbitrary scope is mapped to the model in a natural way. 

Feasibility of defect-detection and automatic verification is being demonstrated in the symbolic execution using 

the model checking for non-trivial Chapel programs. Chapel language is an extensive language where Chapel 

Verification Tool (CVT) is a prototype tool which is initially composed for small sets of code. Handling the 

arbitrary domains and complex data-types are to be provided in the extended version of tool covering even more 

portion of the Chapel Language. Partial Order techniques are being used to improve the scalability of the tool. 

On the basis of activity and sequence diagrams, researchers [2] have presented an automated methodology for 

transformation while preserving the system's object oriented view in consideration. Automatic discovery of 

deadlocks is being facilitated by mCRL2 tool set and to prove the formal properties, temporal logic is required 

for the application-specific properties to be verified in model checking tool. Quantitative information like 

number of requests, resource usage and expected execution time are modeled as annotations while profiling in 
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UML diagrams [4]. Reliability and efficiency of the system is accessed via these profiled and logged quantities. 

In order to enhance the formalism and usage of modeling, some well integrated tools like CADP are available. 

Bouissou [9] presented the converted code of hybrid automaton from the control code. In order to preserve the 

transformation, he provides the semantics from H-Simple to a sampled hybrid automaton. Similar to the 

annotations provided in [3], [9] uses statements for controlling the actuators and sensors along with starting 

from the system's control code. 

 

III. TRANSFORMATION RULES 
Timed-automaton modeled in UPPAAL is used in software design and software testing phase. Thus, 

translation rules can be applied for converting UPPAAL model into source code for transition from software 

design phase into the implementation phase or for the sake of automating the code generation once the model is 

provided. Same UPPAAL model with verification properties can be used for reverse engineering the verification 

phase back to the implementation phase. Model Checking is a promising approach to ensure the safety of life 

critical systems but at the same time multiplying the efforts in terms of manually modeling the automaton of the 

system and then to verify the safety properties. This research contribution is focused on the automation of 

UPPAAL automaton into C++ Code. Input, transformation rules and output of this automation process is 

described as follows:  

Input: The system that is being modeled in the UPPAAL Model Checker has two main parts which are Editor 

and Verifier. In the Editor’s interface, the system is modeled in the form of automaton as shown in figures 

below: 

 

 
Fig. 1 Lamp Model 

 

 
Fig. 2 Timer Model 

 

 
 Fig. 3 Controller Model 
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In the verifier section, properties are mentioned in TCTL logic as follows: 

Safety Property: Traffic flow in highway implies that there is no traffic flow in street and thus the system is safe 

i.e., A[] ( Controller.start1 == true imply Controller.start2==false ) 

Reachability Property: If start1== true and stop1==false (vehicles move in Highway path) i.e., E<> 

(Controller.start1==true & Controller.stop1==false) 

Deadlock Freeness: In this system, any deadlock was not occurred i.e., A[] not deadlock 

Liveness Property: In this rule, if start1==true and stop1==false ( vehicles move in Highway) or start2==true 

and stop2==false (vehicles move in Street), then the green light should on i.e., E<> (Controller.start1==true & 

Controller.stop1==false | Controller.start2==true & Controller.stop2==false ) > (Lamp.green_on== true ) 

Fairness: In all of the states, delay <= 1 variable is const i.e., A<> Controller.delay<=1  

 
Transformation Rules: Transformation rules relates to semantics of parsing xml tags and converting them into 

C++ constructs like structures, variables, expressions, conditional operators, loops and functions. Fig. 4 shows 

basic phases of transformation from timed automaton xml to C++ program.  

 
Parse tree generation is the second phase in which the basic structure types are at one level and nested elements 

are parsed as their child nodes. Fig. 5 shows the XML Parse tree. 

Output: After applying the transformation rules, this automaton and xml file of UPPAAL is to be transformed in 

C++ code. Almost all of the data structures of C++ are either derived from Array or Structures. The automaton 

generated from UPPAAL resembles with the Graphical Data Structure. Graphs in C++ are either implemented 

with Adjacency Matrix (two dimensional arrays of locations (nodes) and transitions (edges)) or as Adjacency 

list. First approach is listed in Table 1 and Table 2 below: 

 

 
Fig. 4 XML Structuring 
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Fig. 5 XML Parse Tree 

 
Table 1 Adjacency Matrix for Locations (nodes) 

Id x y Label Title Label x Label y color Initial state 

id2 -153 -85 Green Lamp -204 -119 #00ff00 true 

id1 42 -85 Red Lamp 32 -119 #ff0000 false 

id0 -51 68 Yellow Lamp -102 34 #ffff00 false 

 

Table 2 Adjacency Matrix for Transitions (edges) 

Target 

Transitions Green_Lamp Red_Lamp Yellow_Lamp 

Green 

Lamp 

N/A N/A green_on = true, 

yellow_on = false, 

red_on = false 

Red 

Lamp 

green_on = false, 

yellow_on = false, 

red_on = true 

N/A N/A 

Yellow 

Lamp 

N/A green_on = false, 

yellow_on = true, 

red_on = false 

N/A 

 

The adjacency list can be created with either node or transition perspective. Node structure of adjacency list 

construct is as follows 

struct node{ 

 char id; //id2 

 int x; //-153 

 int y; //-85 

 char lable_title; //Green_lamp 

 int lable_x; //-204 

 int lable_y; //-119 

 int color; //#00ff00 

 bool initial; //true 

 node *next; 

};  

Transition structure of adjacency list construct is as follows 

struct transition{ 

char source; //id1 

 char target; //id2 

 char label_kind; //assignment, update, guard or reset 

 int lable_x; //-102 

 int lable_y; //-144 

 char label_text; //green_on=false, yellow_on= false, red_on = true 

 transition *next; 
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};  

The structure for the node and transition is customized and the functions of the standard linked list will be 

used in transformation rule set. 

 

IV. DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS  
Core objective of the research is to transform the timed automaton for UPPAAL model checker into  

C++ source code. UPPAAL requires a timed automaton for modeling purpose and control temporal logic (CTL) 

for verification purpose. Transformation rules are focusing the modeling part of UPPAAL model checker and 

intermediate artifacts like xml structure and parse tree are generated to get some visual data structure that can be 

further transformed in the code generation process. For efficient verification of the safety critical properties 

accurate response time is mandatory. Table 3 shows the verification, kernel and elapsed time (in seconds) used 

in the verification of safety, reachability, deadlock, liveness and fairness properties. Graphical representation of 

time used by the verification properties is presented in Fig. 6. 

 
Table 3 Time used for the execution of verification properties 

Properties Verification Time Used Kernel Time Used Elapsed Time Used 

Safety 0.01 0 0.02 

Reachability 0 0 0.001 

Deadlock 0.01 0.01 0.018 

Liveness 0 0 0.001 

Fairness 0 0 0.002 

 

 
Fig. 6  Response Time for Verification properties 

 

Verification time used by the UPPAAL model checker is worth mentioning for Safety and Deadlock 

freeness properties. Kernel responded all properties in no time but the deadlock property took 0.01seconds. 

Elapsed time is the one that responded uniquely for all of the verified properties. Safety property took maximum 

elapsed time i.e., 0.02 seconds and with fractional change deadlock freeness property has 0.018 seconds of 

elapsed time used. 

 

V. CONCLUSION  
In real time systems, testing phase is important in terms of ensuring critical properties like safety, 

utility, deadlock freeness, reachability, fairness, mutual exclusion, liveness etc. Such highly complex systems 

cannot affords compromising the fine grain safety concerns specially in the fields of fabrication, chip design, 

transportation, medical, satellite etc. Modeling of the critical systems initializes with formalism of requirements 

followed by early model verification. The verified model can be automated to get the high level language code 

via code generator. Software testing for real time systems is generally decomposed in modeling and verification 

phases. Timed-automaton modeled in UPPAAL is used in software design and software testing phase. Thus, 

translation rules can be applied for converting UPPAAL model into source code for transition from software 

design phase into the implementation phase or for the sake of automating the code generation once the model is 

provided. Same UPPAAL model with verification properties can be used for reverse engineering the verification 

phase back to the implementation phase. This research contribution is being carried out to reverse engineer the 

UPPAAL automaton into C++ constructs.  
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